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1. Introduction and research objectives

The so-called vertical electrical sounding (as a geoelectric techni-

que) was elaborated in the early 1900s, in order to get information

about the layered (or one-dimensional, 1D) subsurface. Although

more than one hundred geoelectric arrays are known, only 5-6 of

them are commonly applied in practice: the ones whose field imple-

mentation and data processing are both simple. We call these arrays

traditional arrays. Although for the last decades the application

of geoelectric arrays has been extended to 2-, and 3-dimensional (2D

and 3D) geological tasks, the arsenal of geoelectric arrays in practice

has remained the same. At the same time there is a growing demand

to maximize all available information from the measurements about

the subsurface.

About two decades ago, a new research direction was initiated at

the Geodetic and Geophysical Institute of the Hungarian Academy

of Science: studying arrays, supposed to be especially sensitive to

multidimensional variations.

The γ-type arrays, investigated by the candidate, are speci-

al arrays, applicable in 2D electrical resistivity tomography (ERT)

measurements, due to their linearly configured feature. The studied

arrays are quasi-null ones, which means that their response on the

surface of a homogeneous half-space is close-to-zero. They have not

become popular for various reasons, among others because of their

data processing complexity.

The candidate investigated two-dimensional imaging properties

of the γ-type- and of the traditional arrays using numerical and

analogue modelling techniques. The investigation focussed on the

depth of detectability and horizontal resolution of the various

geoelectric configurations for vertical plate and prism models.

The candidate established close-to-reality conditions for the ana-

logue modelling. As for analogue modelling, the candidate’s objecti-

ves were to investigate the applicability of the γ-type arrays in noisy
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environment and to compare their imaging properties with those of

traditional arrays for the same numerical and analogue models.

2. Short description of the investigation

The candidate carried out the investigations, both the analo-

gue and numerical modelling with the most frequently used

traditional arrays: Wenner-Schlumberger (W-Sch), Wenner-α (W-

α), Wenner-β (W-β), Dipole-Dipole (Dp-Dp), Pole-Dipole (P-Dp),

the four-electrode optimized Stummer (St), γ11n (n=1-7), γq0 and

the γ313 arrays.

Thesis 1 is a general conclusion, valid both for analogue and

numerical investigations, independent of the studied models.

In the numerical study of the depth of detectability (The-

sis 2) the candidate investigated a conductive vertical plate model,

situated at depths 4-14 times larger than its thickness.

In the numerical investigation of the horizontal resolution

(Thesis 3) the separability of parallel thin plates was studied. Each

of the plates were thin, vertical, and electrically conductive. The dis-

tance between them were respectively 2.5 and 5 times larger than

their common depth.

The candidate added normal distribution random noise of 3 per

cent to the calculated apparent resistivity values in both numerical

investigations.

In Thesis 4, the results of numerical modelling (Theses 2 and 3)

are confirmed by the analogue modelling. For the analogue modell-

ing special close-to-reality conditions were established. The

half-space was modelled by using wet sand, with resistivity inho-

mogeneities, due to the inhomogeneous water content. Electrode

polarization also occurred. In the analogue modelling the conduc-

tive vertical plate model was represented by a graphite plate.

Thesis 5 is based on a phenomenon observed in the depth of

detectability analysis of the graphite plate model using a high el-
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ectrical conductivity cylinder model embedded in a less conductive

medium. It was investigated at depths in the range of diameter of

the model.

In the analogue investigation of the depth of detectability, the

candidate studied a graphite plate in depths 4-14 times its thickness.

In the analogue study of the horizontal resolution (Theses 4 and

5) the candidate investigated the separability of three parallel, in-

dividually 0.5 cm thick graphite plates where horizontal distances

were 2.5 and 5 times their depth, respectively.

Thesis 6 relates to every analogue investigation, independently

from the applied models.

3. Original Scientific results

Thesis 1

The candidate showed that a joint application of the γ11n

(n=2-7) arrays and their mirrored versions (γn11 (n=2-7))

displays the investigated model more precisely than any sing-

le application of the original γ11n (n=2-7) arrays. There are less

disturbing pseudoanomalies on the inverted resistivity sections.

Thesis 2

The candidate determined the depths of detectability of the

traditional arrays and the γ11n (n=2-7) arrays by numerical mo-

delling for a conductive vertical plate model and defined the detec-

tability order (with ascending depth of detectability values):

• α-type (W-Sch, W-α) arrays

• β-type (P-Dp, Dp-Dp, W-β) arrays

• γ11n (n=2-7) arrays

Thesis 3

The numerical study of the horizontal resolution showed
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that the α-type arrays are not at all able to separate the plate models

from each other. The β-type- and the optimized (Stummer) arrays,

the γ111 and the γ112 arrays are able separate only the distant plate

model. At the same time, most γ-type arrays are able to separate

all three plate models from each other.

Thesis 4

The results of the depth of detectability and horizontal re-

solution investigations were confirmed by analogue model

measurements. The numerical investigation was carried out for

traditional and γ11n (n=2-7) arrays, and for a conductive vertical

plate model. It was also shown that the noise does not prohibit

measurements by using such non-conventional arrays.

Thesis 5

In case of vertical plate and cylinder models, the candidate showed

that better localization and better model imaging accuracy

can be reached by using the γ11n (n=2-7) arrays, than by using the

traditional ones. This statement is valid even in case of the largest

model depths, due to the sharp γ11n array anomalies in the electrical

resistivity sections.

Thesis 6

By using analogue model measurements, it was confirmed that

with ascending n value, the γ11n arrays converge to the null-

arrays (which are insensitive to the 1D changes), i.e. they more

and more ”see through” 1D structures. The W-Sch and the W-α

arrays detect 1D and near-surface 2D changes. Resistivity sections

of the γ112 array reflect both the 1D and the investigated 2D ano-

malies. The γ11n (n=4-7) arrays detected only the resistivity

changes due to the 2D models.
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4. Application of the results

The γ11n (n=2-7) arrays are more successful than the traditional

arrays in detecting bodies which have small effect on the electric

potential distribution at the surface. They are even able to

detect changes which cannot be detected by using traditional arrays.

Two types of small-effect anomaly sources: downward finite

(prism model) and downward infinite (vertical plate model) mo-

dels were studied. They cause small changes in the electrical poten-

tial distribution at the surface. The width of both anomaly types is

small compared to the depth of the top position of the given model,

and/or have low resistivity contrast with the surrounding medium.

Buried wall ruins, subsurface holes (caves and mine openings) and

public utilities (pipes and cables) can be assumed to have prismatic

cross sections. Fractures and dyke models can be modelled with

vertical plate bodies.

In monitoring measurements, they are supposed to detect

electrical resistivity changes earlier than the traditional arrays.
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